Anthony S. Souffle

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Carbondale, Ill. - On Saturday I'll walk across the stage at the Arena, receive my diploma, get in the car and leave it behind. That's a crazy thought. This place has been the setting for so many memories in the past four and a half years — so many nights of random debauchery and crazy shenanigans with friends that I have no doubt I'll still be talking to in 20 years.

It's hard to imagine my college career without the Daily Egyptian. I first set foot in this newsroom before I had even been to my first class. In my eight semesters as a photographer for the newspaper I've been on some wild assignments. I was with the men's basketball team as they fell last year at San Jose in the Sweet 16 round of the NCAA tournament; I've been with the Army ROTC as they learned to fire automatic weapons; I was at the funeral for Warren Hileman, the last registered World War I veteran in Illinois; and I dare say that my life was saved by our own Governor Rod Blagojevich when he stopped me from accidentally taking a backward step off the roof of the Marion Civic Center.

I've loved my job here at the DE. This newsroom has become my home and the staff has become my family. I've spent more nights than I care to admit sleeping here and I've made some lifelong friends. I've met so many awesome people — true characters of Carbondale, such as blues singer "Big" Larry Williams, SIU flag master Bob Reid and the always insightful Rev. Joseph Brown.

There's a lot about this school and this town that I'm going to miss; however, as I drive out of town Saturday afternoon, my front seat loaded with boxes and my dog sprawled out in the back, I won't have any regrets. This place has been great to me and provided a plethora of opportunities for which I'm thankful. I'm thankful to be a journalist and to have had the privilege to meet some of the people and go some of the places I've been and to take you, the reader, along.

Words from a departing DE staffer
Candidates for Degrees

The following lists contain the names of candidates for degrees, the granting of which is contingent upon successful completion of all requirements for the degree.

(*) An asterisk to the right of the name indicates membership in the University Honors program (undergraduate students only).

(**) A double asterisk to the right of the name indicates the person is a candidate for multiple degrees.

University Academic Honors listed to the right of the name are as follows for undergraduate students:

cum laude............3.500-3.749
magna cum laude....3.750-3.899
cum laude............3.900-4.000

The grade point averages above apply for all work taken at Southern Illinois University Carbondale and then in the transfer of students, to...

College of Agricultural Sciences

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

Jeffrey Todd Arral
Alex Ayala
Hector Walter Alvarez
Jennifer Lynn Bader
Shannon Daley Bailey
Larry Donnell Baker, summa cum laude
Kevin Patrick Bierne
David Allen Belton
Edgar Nathaniel Bentley Negro
Jennifer Nicole Berg
Samuel Leon Berry
Darrin K. Birda
Erik Arland Blue
Luis Alberto Bonilla
Joshua James Bourgeois
Joshua B. Boyd
Jason Ewing Brackett
Pamela A. Bramson
David Aaron Bray
Cory William Brown, summa cum laude
Joseph Bernard Britzana
Darrin Eugene Bumunn
Paul Dixon Bumpers
Craig Allen Buntenbach
Jannine Michele Burgess
Jacqueline Maria Burton
Hugo Bustamante
Jennifer Lauren Byrne, magna cum laude
David Thomas Callahan, Jr.
James Lewis Callaway
Rocco Anthony Campanella
Subhata Michelle Campbell, magna cum laude
Tyanna Deeann Campbell
Gary Video Cantona, Jr., cum laude
Paul David Cecil
Jeremy Jarrell Chaney
Jason Raul Chacon
Larisa E. Chavez
Christopher Clay Roberts
Luther Brooke Clanton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerard Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C. Conception
Adam Christian Conner
James Cooles, Jr.
Millicent Anne Covent
Robert Janes Conyle
Andrew Timothy Coves
Christopher Kyle Coker
Luther Brooke Clinton
Analisa Lee Clarton
Natalia Kimberly Cobbins
Jon D. Coe
Patrick Gerald Collier
Sara Michelle Commander
Drew W. Compton
Kristinsey C.
Lisa Marie Scarbrough

Michael Richard Vinish

Magnum cum laude

Margaret Jeffree

Thaddeus Klczewski

Raymond Duane Kocpe

Antaeus Lain Fevre

Robert Allen Leek

Adam Lewis Lentz

David Brian Letsky

Robert Paul Lette

Richard Allen Lloyd

Nicholas Adam Lowery

Kelvin Logan

Robert Jacob Lunnemann

Jeremy E. Malone

Paul Michael Masce

Karen Mia Bhise

Randy Eugene McClure

Marvin Wendell McKeer, Jr

Matthew Donald Marsch ac

Shane Michael Meyerkerl

Jared Wayne Miller magna cum laude

Intyace Salman Mohiddien

Jill Nicole Moore

William Lee Moore

Larry Paul Morgan

Allen Richard Mueller

John Howard Myers

Christopher Alan Nelson

David Michael Nichols

Carmi Darnell Norton

Teresa Olujohu Ojumuyii

James Ray Omololu, Jr.

Martin Joseph Orebhorn

Joseph Ben Thomas Owen

Larry D. Pettinam

Vincenzo Teddi Perry

George Nicholas Peterson

Thodoreus Phillipus Paul

Michael Richard Rauschert magna cum laude

Nathaniel Rankin

Jared Auctioneers

Maria Jesus Rape

Stanley Lamont Rice

Charles A. Richie

Fredrick John Rippl

Robert C. Rochester

Matthew David Rodewald

Jason Paul Reel

Brian George Ross

Faulk RJulio

Jeremy Michael Savin

Cherylnn Caballia Schnill magna cum laude

Brad Joseph Schenker

Bobby Lynn Simmons

Stevenson Ellert Simpson

Kyle Andrew Smith magna cum laude

Jerry Scott Spencer II magna cum laude

Brandon Anthony Stodk

Daniel Michael Stokely

Ryan Steven Starr

Laura Marie Stauss

Tavia Altamirano magna cum laude

Daniel Nathan Taylor

Donald William Temperrion magna cum laude

Dee Dawn Tranumolo

Gabriel T. Fucker magna cum laude

Jamie Bernadette Tyrell

Jacob Ryan Walter

James Michael Wiegert

Andrew George Wiggen

Jason Harold Willenburg

Adam Michael Wiltgregue

James Travis Winnington

James Robert Worthing, Jr

Graduate School 

Doctor of Philosophy

Hassan Abouhassan

Abeer Jawad Awad

Gregory Lee Augard

Brian Wiliam Classiker

Jin Anjuan Blaux

Sanja Cinkicke

Robert Edward Cobelko

Georgia Jean Costello

Michael S. Dean

Carlos Martinez Del Rio

Karen Bedell Golightly

Christopher Charles Green

Shelly Ann Gross

Judith J. Jacobson

Farzad Kahraman

Connie Jo Kampfer

Tami Wolke Kampfert

Mahmuud Ur Zaman Khan

Sulaiman Koubi

John Tugaw, Jr.

James Edward Low

Xiaofa Liu

Roberto Longino Tirado

Hung Wen Lin

Jessica Erin Martin

Nagm Eldin Mohamed

Oguz Nalbant

Keith Alan Oasis

Mallakarjuna Reddy Pablick

Anitha Pavadi

Tu-Ai Thi Pham

Amy M. Pinney

MD Shalique Rahman

R multiplayer

Jeniennae D. Schatz

Philip Craig Short

Julia Marie Spears

Alexandra Suarez

Stephanie Dawn Swindler

Michael Lee Thomas

Wan Ahad Kamal Wani Napa

Bryan Wuthrich

Ying Zhang

Master of Accountancy

Ahmad Daniel B. Alama

Ricky Alan Barr

Timothy Reid Culen

Patricia Ann Diggie

Anita Gun

Melissa Diane Grigg

Eric David Heine

Alex Johnson

Master of Arts

Jessica Anna Abbott

Sociology

Elana Angreubo

Psychology

Sue Mylan

Busy Day

Michael Paul Cochran

Sidney J. Francis K.

John Patrick James

Bruce G. Baker

Mark A. Baker

Gary James Bart

Robert Marvin Bausch

Ji Cao

Allen年度

John Tugaw

Nagm Eldin Mohamed

Socci Jorn

Kari lou Joubida

Deborah Elaine Race

Bob Legier, Jr

Khalid A. Mekki

Kari lex Koubida

minn Yaw

Benjamin Andrew Wooley

Business Administration and Kinesiology

Rahman

Jermaya J. Ortega

Daniyal Saeed MAKE

Kari lex Ortega

Samantha Lee Ong

Kari lex Ortega

Nikhat Mustafa

Samiya Tariq
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FURNISHED ROOMS minutes from campus!

Barrier studio living for a fraction of the cost of other off-campus housing with all utilities included

• Want a place of your own without neighbors above or below?
• Would you like a modern condominium?
• How about fully furnished & washer & dryer?
• Check out one of our mobile home communities
  • Park Circle (910 E. Park)
  • Oak Hills (1268 E. Pleasant Hill Rd.)
  • College Arbor (714 E College)

A lot of home for a little money starting at $250 per month.

Call us for info on a variety of other rental locations 457-3321

FURNISHED ROOMS minutes from campus!

Brookside Apartments

Apartment Utilities Free:

• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms Available
• On-Site Management
• Short Term Leases
• Central A/C
• Pet Friendly
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• More than 450 apartments available

2400 E. Grand Ave. • Carbondale • 549-3600

www.wrmparts.com • (618) 549-7180

Woodford Apartments

1816 Blind Ave. (Center of Gram & Lewis)

The Best Rentals in Town
Available NOW 2007

• Studio
• One Bedroom
• Two Bedroom
• Three Bedroom

www.woodford.com • (618) 549-7180

Furnished Apartments
• 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms available
• All utilities included
• Full Service Internet
• Walk to main Campus
• Central A/C
• Fully wired
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Some rooms are uptown

399 E. North Cameron • 549-3123

www.apartment24.com • (618) 549-7180

Newly Remodeled Apartments

- Furnishings Available
  - Standard/audit/month

310 South Main • (618) 549-7180

Rainbow Café

- French Toast
- Omelettes
- Breakfast Specials
- Dinner Specials
- Desserts

200 S. Main • (618) 549-7180

www.rainbowcafe.com
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